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TWO AT  BOSWORTH

Sir  John Savage  d.  1492
John  de  Vere, 13th Earl  of  Oxford 1443-1513

THESE MEN shared certain  experiences both  before and at Bosworth, and  later  in
Picardy where  Savage  was killed. Savage became  a  traitor to the Yorkists  before
Bosworth. De  Vere  was throughout an  ‘ unquenchable  Lancastrian ’:  i  at
Bosworth, both had conspicuous commands and  both  survived.

Sir JOHN  SAVAGE, son of another Sir John, was  also  the grandson of
Thomas, Lord Stanley. He was made  a  KB in  1465  at the coronation of Queen
Elizabeth. As  knight  of the Royal  Body, he was one of those who bore it at the
King’s  funeral in 1483. We do know that he was at Tewkesbury,2 but not at
what  other  battles until Bosworth. Richard evidently trusted him implicitly, and
bestowed both much preferment and authority, but his trust was misplaced.
Why Savage  was  a  traitor we are not  told, but we can guess at the  influence.
Having a  secret understanding with Henry Tudor, he joined him on his march
through  Wales and had his prominent place at Bosworth. Tudor  granted  him
many forfeited  estates and made him a KG, all within  three  years. He was killed
at  Boulogne  in  Henry’s  Picardy expedition. There are oddly long gaps of  time
in the  DNB’s  account of him and one feels some mystery about them.

Savage’s arms are  less  curious in themselves than in their blazon: Silver, a
black  pale  fusilly. There is no room here for the interesting argument“ as to
whether  a  fusil is an emaciated lozenge or something quite difl'erent.  Like
lozenges, fusils can be drawn in  pale, but a pale lozengy is not drawn in the  same
way as  a  pale fusilly. Be this as it  may, the  above  seems  to be the logical  blazon
for this coat. The number of fusils is usually specified, there are blazons which
mention  three  or four.‘1 A  practically useful  thing about  the above blazon is
that  it leaves  open  to the  artist  to draw  just  how many fusils (or even parts of
them) he finds convenient.

The de  VERE  family came  with  the Conqueror: by the fifteenth century,
most contemporary peers  were relatively parvenu.  John, the  12th  Earl, was
attainted and  executed  on a charge of planning a Lancastrian rebellion and it
was  Tiptoft” the  ‘  Butcher of England  ’  who tried and condemned both him and
his eldest son. The  next  son, another John, about 20 years  old, would never
forget  that. Securing the reversal of the attainder, he showed  that  although
young he was  a  man of steel. He succeeded as the  13th  Earl of Oxford and
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married Catherine Neville, the Kingmaker’s sister.  Having much to do with
both  his brother-in-law and the  Duke  of Clarence, he of course helped in the
restoration of King Henry VI to the throne. After  Barnet, where  he was both
conspicuous and on the losing side, he fled to  France.  He was soon in con-
spiracy with  Clarence and Louis XI. In  1473, he seized St. Michael’s  Mount
but—let down—he had to surrender to  King Edward who promptly had him
imprisoned at the Castle of  Hammes, near Calais. A  prisoner for 10  years, he
had plenty of  time  to cherish the  memories which  had so  long inflamed  him.
Before the end of  them, King Edward was dead and Richard on the throne.
The  Lieutenant  of Hammes was untrustworthy:  Oxford  persuaded him to  renege
and both fled to Paris where  they joined Henry Tudor and accompanied him
into Wales and England.

Both Oxford  and Savage  were  involved in the hectic comings and  goings
between  Tudor  and the Stanleys  just before Bosworth;  at the  battle, Oxford
commanded the centre and  Savage  the left  wing with  the results we know.

Oxford  survived  Savage  by 20 years. He was  Constable  of England, he
fought  at  Stoke  and (like  Savage) in Picardy. In  1493,  he helped to suppress
the  Cornish  insurgents (he  would  enjoy that  after  his memories of 20  years
earlier). The  next  year, he  entertained  King Henry at his own Castle  Hedingham
in Essex. It was a further 15 years before he died at about seventy.

The de  Vere  arms, ancient  and therefore simple, went back to the eleventh
century:  Quarterly, red and gold: on the  first  quarter  a  silver molet. Markham“
tells the old legend about the origin of the  star  but sensibly adds  that  it was
probably a cadency mark which was retained. It was the famous star, used as  a
cognizance  at  Barnet, which  was balefully confused with the  rose-en-soleil  of
King Edward IV.7
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Research Notes  and  Queries
P. W.  HAMMOND

HENRY TUDOR’S LANDING
The following note has  been received  from Dr. Charles Ross:

In his discussion of  ‘  The Transmission of the News of the  Tudor  Landing ’
(The  Ricardian, Vol. IV, No. 55, December  1976), the author, Mr O. D. Harris,
cited  Hutton, in the eighteenth century, for the statement that  Richard  also
‘ ordered his distant friends to be in readiness, and stationed  post-horses  at
every twenty miles, to facilitate intelligence '. He then  went  on to  remark
(a) that he did not know the source for this information, (b) that the idea did
not seem to have  been taken  up by any modern historian, and (c) that the
existence of such  a  relay system covering the whole country seems extremely
unlikely in fifteenth-century Europe, especially when both  date  and place of an
invasion  were so uncertain, ‘  although of course  both  Richard III and Edward
IV used relays of messengers between London and the North ’. The original
source is impeccable, none  other than the  Continuator  of the  Crowland  (or
Croyland) Chronicle. This  reliable  author states firmly (Latin  text, p.578;
H. T. Riley’s translation, p.497) that Richard took  over, and  made more
general, Edward  IV’s  innovation ‘ of appointing a single  horseman  for every
twenty miles .  .  . news was always able to be carried by letter  from hand to hand
two hundred miles within two  days  ’. He also adds  that  Richard had an  excellent
spy service beyond  seas, ‘ at whatever price they be secured ’. The  point  has
been taken up and discussed by at least one modem historian, the distinguished
editor of Mancini, Mr C. A. J. Armstrong, in  ‘ Some Examples  of the Distribu-
tion  and Speed of News in England at the  time  of the Wars of the Roses ’,
Studies  in  Medieval  History Presented  to F. M.  Powicke  (Oxford, 1948), especially
pp.438—41). Here  Mr Armstrong cited  valuable  evidence that such systems
were in existence on the Continent, and were imitated by the English, and he
also discusses the uses of  spies  in  general.  Yet, as Mr Armstrong rightly
observed, such systems  were highly expensive to maintain, and it may well be
(as the Croyland Chronicler  seems  to imply—the following words are Mr
Armstrong’s) that ‘ Richard’s preparedness for countering an invasion  reached
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